
Alpiq creates energy consumption transparency at aluminium processing plant

The foundry of the aluminium processing plant in Wutö-

schingen in Germany has been equipped with an intelli-

gent Alpiq energy management system for electricity and 

gas, which ensures that energy is put to efficient use. At 

Aluminiumwerke Wutöschingen AG & Co. KG, the optimisa-

tion system consists of several components. For example, 

the fully automatic load control monitors several induc-

tion furnaces with capacities between 1 and 10 MW, vari-

ous controls of the rolling mills and all the plant’s holding 

furnaces. 

Efficiency up - costs down 

Thanks to intelligent energy management 

– Fully-automatic load management

– Visualisation of the output data

– Absolute data transparency

– Prevention of  the excessive use of cost-incurring                                                                                 

    reactive power

The load control system reduces the maximum quarter-

hour peak load from previously 26 MW by approximately 

one quarter to around 20 MW.

Following the installation of the energy optimisation sys-

tem in June 2018, Alpiq equipped the gas system that fires 

the furnaces with an Alpiq load control system in January 

2019. This system plays a key role in further reducing the 

cost of the energy consumed. 
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Unsere Lösungen - Dienstleistungen «hinter dem Zähler»

Operational energy management with an integrated optimization system

The software visualises the performance parameters in 

real time. In Wutöschingen, more than 160 meters capture 

energy data and transmit it to the software. What makes 

the solution so special is that not only the induction furna-

ces, which were previously monitored by a pulse in the Sie-

mens S7 controller, but also all the frequency inverters 

have been integrated into the Alpiq system using a special 

signal converter.

In addition, the consumption data is exported into an exis-

ting software application in order to make the data acces-

sible for the in-house environmental management. The 

data transparency combined with automatically genera-

ted consumption reports and the streamlined metering 

process ensures further cost savings. In all, the team from 

Digital Technologies & Innovation was able to apply the Al-

piq solutions to optimise energy consumption and peak 

loads and achieve significantly lower energy costs. 

The aluminium processing plant in Wutöschingen near 

Waldshut-Tiengen in Germany produces high-quality alu-

minium profiles and innovative system components. Du-

ring the production process, the foundry furnaces, presses, 

rolling mills and holding furnaces consume substantial 

amounts of electrical energy and are thus ideally suited 

for the application of an energy optimisation system from 

Alpiq. 

Alpiq is a European energy producer based in Switzer-

land. Our range of products and services comprises in-

tegrated energy solutions for energy suppliers and pro-

ducers as well as for industry and commerce. 

We are a leading partner for digital energy solutions 

with over 30 years of experience. Our tailor-made solu-

tions strengthen your core business and support sustai-

nable growth as part of your sustainable energy future.

Digital energy solutions 

Alpiq combines many years of energy expertise with the 

latest technology. Our customers benefit from innovati-

ve energy management solutions. 
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